
DAta Driven 
StoryTelling
It’s like Star Wars - but with facts

http://bit.ly/2oPTvmP



What We’re Doing Here

● Playing a Game
● Telling Stories
● Telling MOre Stories Differently
● Telling Stories with data
● Telling stories that matter



Hello!
I’m Lisa Ruud and I work at the Northeastern RIC

I am here because instructional technology is my jam.

You can find me at @lisacalaruud





crafting a good story 101
× Lesson 1: MAKE PEOPLE ROOT FOR YOU
× Lesson  2: HAVE A FEW GO-TO STORIES AT THE 

READY
× Lesson 3: STORIES ARE ABOUT HOW YOU FELT
× Lesson  4: THIS MAY SEEM OBVIOUS, BUT . . .

“Stories have a beginning, middle, and an end,”
× Lesson 5: GOOD STORIES ARE UNIVERSAL
× Lesson  6: DON’T BE BORING



Little
Shall we tell you a story?



What are the key 
elements of a story?

× Why are each 
important?

× What is the impact to 
the listener?

Story Framework



Story framework
× Background to set the stage
× Understanding of the characters
× Set up of the conflict
× Building tension
× Resolution of the conflict
× Happily ever after



Pixar storyboard artist 
Emma Coats
22 rules of storytelling

# 4 Once upon a time there 
was ___. Every day, ___. One 
day ___. Because of that, ___. 
Because of that, ___. Until 
finally ___

https://io9.gizmodo.com/5916970/the-22-rules-of-storytelli
ng-according-to-pixar



http://www.joshuanhook.com/4-tips-sharing-
powerful-stories/



Build YOUR story 
Creating a story using a 
few “data points” from 
your life.

Story Framework

Keep in mind: 
× The purpose or desired 

impact of the story.
× What you want them to 

walk away remembering.
× The tone set by the data 

points you choose.





What is the story of your school/district?
What are you passionate about? 
What are you most proud of in your 
school district?
What is the biggest challenge that 
you are facing?
Tell about a student that drives your 
work and your willingness to 
continue to grow and change?



How Data Drives the Plot and Moves the Audience
Two modes of 
storytelling...



Changing the Story to Fit the Audience
What data points 
resonate with different 
audiences? Why is that?

Think about what you 
would change in the story 
if you were talking with:

× a group of parents 
× a group of students
× group of teachers
× A group of zombies
× A school board



What Data is Out There?
What Story Does it Tell?









Telling a Story w/Data
What story is in the data?

http://tinyurl.com/NYBBSTORY



STORIES ARE ABOUT HOW YOU FELT



Little

PODCAST



Delivery and impact
Knowing “The Why”of your 
story makes all the 
difference.



THANKS!
Any questions?

You can find me at lisa.ruud@neric.org or lisacalaruud@gmail.com


